
Zeek Using a Wiki to Collaborate during the Research Process

Main Page: An “A” page will include . . . 10 pts. each

 1. the student’s name.

 2. the original topic.

 3. a specific statement that explains the subject.

 4. a graphic with an explanation.

 5. a quote or statistics that help explain the topic.

 6. a video with an explanation.

 7. a thread the author started to inspire others to discuss his or her topic.

 8. responses to posts from visitors reflecting research and answering  
their questions.

 9. a revised/updated topic change/narrowed focus.

 10. subtopics for research.

Total Points

Current Events Page: An “A” page will include . . . 10 pts. each

 1. all current events assigned through the check date.

 2. the full title of the article at the top of the post.

 3. entries that are dated with current events due dates.

 4. paragraphs formatted for easy reading.

 5. a full works cited entry at the end of the article.

 6. articles that are relevant to topics being researched by the class.

 7. the full article comments or response to the article with quoted passages.

 8. responses to posts from visitors that reflect research.

 9. a post to the person who may benefit from the article on the main page.

 10. date of current events is within the last year.

Total Points
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Web Review: Required Elements
#1 

10 pts.
#2 

10 pts.

 1. Design

 2. Focus

 3. Content

 4. Style/Conventions

 5. Works cited

 6. Message

 7. Audience

 8. Author credibility

 9. Use in paper

 10. Due date, name, URL

Total Points

Periodical Page: An “A” page will include . . .
#1 

10 pts.
#2 

10 pts.

 1. the student’s name.

 2. the due date of the periodical.

 3. the title of the article at the top of the page.

 4. a review of the article that shows relevance to the subject.

 5. the information about the author.

Total Points

Book Page: An “A” page will include . . .
#1 

10 pts.
#2 

10 pts.

 1. the student’s name.

 2. the due date of the book review.

 3. the title of the book review.

 4. a review of the book that shows relevance to the subject.

 5. information about the author.

Total Points


